L Introdudim
Utility functions have beeotne a useful tool in various branches of economic theory as well as in other social sciences ( see, for instance, Chipman [1960] , Chipman et al. [1971J, Fishburn [1988 for discussions). It is often oonvenient to work with real-valued representations of prefercnoe orderings over xts of alternatives instead of using thex orderings themselves, since this translation of preference orderings over arbitrary xts into tbe relation "Z" over the set of rcal numbers allows for the application af standard analytical methods. Furthertnore, using utility functions enabks us to formulate various assumptions about the information contained in utility numbers (or utility vectors, if we are mncerned with group decisions rather than individual decisions).
If we interpret a utility funaion reprexnting some preference ordering as being r in , the only information eontained in that function is ordinal information, i.e., such an ordinally interpreted utility fundion can only be used to make statements like "alternative x is oonsidered at least as good as alternative y", but neither are the utility valttes attachcd to some alternatives meaningful, nor can we say anything about the ranláng of utility differenoes. This is the cax, becatue ordinally interpreted utility functions over arbitrary nonempty sets of alternatives are unique only up to arbitrary increasing transformations.
Cardinallv interpreted utility funetions, on the other hand, allow -by definitionfor the mmparison of utility differenors in the senx that statements such as "x is more preferred to y than z is preferred to w" are meaningful. It is easy to see that for cardinally interpreted utility functions p~any arbitrary increasing transformation oontains the same information as the given utility function itxtf, if this function óas at least three distinct indifference classes. Heno~for an ordinal utility fundion U. the set af all ' utility functions is given by the set af increasing ttansformations of U, whaeaa for rardinally interpreted utility functions the set of all informationally equivaknt utility functions must be a subset of the set of all increasing transformations. This set of informationally equivalent functions for cardinally interpreted utility functions will be the object to be studied in this paper.
It is often asserted in the literature that this subset is given by all increasing affine transformations of a given cardinally interpreted utility function, i.e., that cardinal utility functions aze unique up to inaeasing affine transformations.
However, the validity of this asstrtion depends crucially on the utility function under consideration, in particular, on its rat ae t . As will be demonstrated below, it is possible to 6nd quite realistic examples violating this uniqueness property.
The fact that this uniqueness does not hold in general has beea noted in earlier oontributions as well; however, a oomplete answer to the question when this uniqueaess holds and when it is violated is, to the best of our knowledge, still missing in the literature (see also Roberts [1979, p. 141] ). It is the purpose of this paper to oontribute to filling that gap by providing a neassary and sufficient mndition for this uniqueness in the case where utility differences cannot be arbitrarily small. It will also be shown that this oondition is not sufficient in general, i.e., if utility differenas can. indeed, be arbitrarily small. Hence, sotne possíble cases remain unresolved. However, in particular, all cases where the set of alternatives is finite are covered by our result. Since in reality most of the sets of alternatives we can consider in fact are finite, we feel that our result can be applied to a rather broad variety of decision problems.
The paper is organized as follaws: Section 2 oontains the basic definitions, a few remarks on the notation used in this paper, and sorne preliminary results. Section 
Notation , Definitions , and Prelimittary Results
We will denote the set of positive (resp. all) real numbers by R t~(resp. R). N stands for the set of positive integers. The expression sup(A) (inf(A)) is used to denote the supremum (infimum) of A~R. Let ft be an arbitrary nonempty set of alternatives. A binary relation over fl is a nonempty subset R of Axft; for notational conveniena, we will write xRy for (x,y)EQ. The asymmetric and symmetric oomponents of R(denoted by P and I, resp.) aze defined by Note that if some U represents R, then so does any increasing transformation of U; furthermore, increasing transformations af U are the only functions representing thc same preferena ordering as U itself. This result can be found, e.g., in Krantz et al. [1971, p. 42] , see Theorem 1 below. To be able to state this theorem formally, we nced some further definitions. Given a utility function U: II y R, define W(Ln :-{uER~3xEf1 SuCh that U(x) a u}.
Then a function~: W(LJ)~R is increasina (on W(LJ)) if and only if, for all u,vEW(LJ), u~v lmplies tb(u)~~(v).
Now we can state Proof: See Krantz et al. [1971, p. 42 ].
If we interpret U just as a function translating the ordering R over fZ into the ordering "~" over R, Theorem 1 tells us that such a function is unique up to arbitrary increasing transformations. In that rase, we say that U is interpreted as an ordinal utility function (for R).
On the other hand, a function U: D y R representing an ordering R over Q is interpreted as a~gaj utility function, if oompatisons of utility~~~are meaningful. That is, if we interpret U as a cardinal utility functioq we can mmpare the intensities of preference between pairs of alternatives. It is clear that, in general, cardinally interpreted utility functions are~unique up to increasing tiansformations, sinoe a statement such as
for some x,y,z,wER is not necessarily preserved, if we apply an arbitrary increasing transformation to U. In case W(LJ) mntains less than three elements, though, rardinality rannot be distinguished from ordinality; we will rule out this rather In light of the above discussion, admisstble transformatioos~: W(Ln . R for ardinally interpreted utility functions U have to satisfy
For all x,y,z,wEfl:
This mndition can be reformulated as
For all s,t,u,vEW(LT):
u-v Z s-t if and only if~(u) -~(v) 2~(s) -tp(t).

It can be seen that this condition is equivalent to the requirement that the differena~(u) -~(v) has to be a function f of the expression u-v, i.e.:
For all u,vEW(U):
where f is, by Theorem 1, an increasing real~alued function with the domaia
It is sufficient to restrict our attention to the set 
whero we ran, without loss of generality, assume that u~v~t. Alternatively, we ran formulate ( 3) using a concatenation o ratioa: Define a binary operation
Then (3) can be written as
i.e., f has to satisfy a Cauchy functional equation (see Aczél [1966, p. 31] or Eichhorn [1978, p. 3] ). However, (4) Conseyuently, the solution of (4) does not only depend on the domain D}}(U), but also on the structure of B(U).
If W(U) is "nicely behaved" (we will be more precise below), the only solutions of (4) are linear functions, which implies that~must be affïne. For ínstanoe, if W(U) is a nonempty, nondegenerate interval, it follows that~is an affine function (see, e.g., Aciél [1987, pp. 20] ). However, as will be demonstrated in the following section, it is not hard to find realistic examples for W(U) that allow for further solutions of (4), so that the frequently claimed uniqueness of cardinally interpreted utility functions up to increasing affine transformations is not valid in 10 tbese ca.ses.
Some E:amples
'fhis section is devoted to a few intuitive examples to point out that the probkm addressed here indeed shows up in many practical applications.
As a simple example, suppose n consists of the possibk grades obtainable for a university murse, e.g., R-{first class, semnd class, failed}, orl2 -{1,Z,F}, for
short. An obvious choice for the preferena ordering of a student over f2 is 1P2PF.
Then a plausible utility function U: !2 -~R with rardinal interpretation oould be the one defined by
since the difference between passing and failing is much more severe than the differenee between a first class and a seoond class. Obviously, we have
U(1) -U(F)~U(2) -U(F)~U(1) -U(2).
Now consider the following representation V: A-~R of the same ordering:
v(1) -1, v(2) -0. v(F) --lo.
Again,
V(1) -V(F)~V(2) -V(F)~V(1) -V(2),
i.e., we have the sa~ranldng of utility differenoes (which means that V mntains the same cardinal information as U), but obviously, V canaot be expressed as an affine transformation of U.
At first sight, one ntight be temptcd to think that the reason for this result is the "discrete" nature of S2; this is, however, not the case. To see that, observe the following two examples: 
A Neoessary and Sufficient Condition
In this section, we provide a necessary and sufficient aondition for U to be unique up to increasing affine transformations, if we require D} {(U) to possess a minimal element, i.e., the utility differenoes cannot be arbitrarily small. As will be demonstrated later, our oondition is not sufficient, if this additional requirement is dropped. 
S. Dooduding Remarb
The main eoncern of this paper was to furtber investigate the problem of deriving the set of informationally equivalent utility functions for some given function U, assuming that U has a cardinal interpretation. By providing some examples, we demonstrated that it is not true in general that cardinaqy interpreted utility functions are unique up to increasing affíne transformations; even more, quite plausible oounterexamples violating this uniqueness property can be found.
Whereas this and similar frequently oecuring inaocuraáes were also pointed out by other authors (see, e.g., Falmagne [1975 Falmagne [ , 1981 ), a complete answer to the question when this uniqueness holds and when it does not has not been given in the literature yct. The present paper attempted at oontributing to 811ing this gap by providing a sharp dividing line in terms of a neassary and suffiáent oondition on the range of the utility function under oonsideratioa, if utility differenoes cannot be arbitrarily small.
It should be noted that we were not dealing with the problem of the existence of cardinal utility functions (or, more general, of algebraic differena systems; see, e.g., Krantz et al. (1971] ), a problem which was analyzed in numerous mntributions; rather, we were assuming a cardinally interpreted utility function to be given and examined its uniqueness properties. Obviously, there aze links between this type of literature and the pr~ent paper. In providing sufl'icient conditions for the existena of cardinally interpreted utility functions (or differena scales), the uniqueness properties of these representations often follow as a oorollary to the existena result. However, the sufficiency oonditions for the existena are typically too strong to be necessary for uniqueness up to affice transformations at the same time.
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In light af our Theorem 2, tbe maim m~clusio~n to be drawn from this paper is, ín our opinion. the necessity af talring care in making use of uniqueness properties of cardinally interpreted utility functions. The neot~sary and sufficient eondition presented in this paper provides a helpful devioe for checking the suitability af employing the usually assumed uniqueness PropertY, at kast in the~e where minimal differeno~exist.
In the case where D}}([n can contain arbitrarily small elements, the uniqueness problem analyzed in this paper still is unresolved. If utility differenas can be arbitrarily small, condition (6) 
we obtain, using (4),
We can now oonclude part (a) of the proof by induction. Suppose it is true that f(dk) -a.dk for all k-1,...,m-1 (mEN).
Then we must have, by (6) and (4),
and the proof of sufïiciency is complete.
(b) "Only if': Suppose there exists a noneoncatenable dED} }M`{d~}, i.e., a dED}}(Ln`{d~} such that
Define nEN as the sma(lest positive integer satisfying n. d~n~do 5(n t 1) . d~n for some nonconcatenable doED } tM`{d~}.
Clearly, n is well-~efined, and it follaws by the minimality property of n that all 
